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Rev. Casey Evangelist
In Hazel Revival

Distribution

----A revival started yesterday at the
Hazel Baptist Church with Bro.

— - Matthew Russell. age 63. died
Suddenly Saturday mght a,
Murray Hospital_ A heart gte, is given as the cause of deaitr,
Mr. Russell is survived by
wife of Hazel. one daughter, M. •
Jane Russell of Hazel; two so
Edward of Hazel and J. C
Princeton; .tree sisters. Mrs.
Witherspoon of Wayne. Michig,..,
Mrs. .0Ia Ribity tI Detroit, an.d,
Mrs. Virginia Tahor of Detroit: 1
one brother Edward of Detroit; •
and two grandchildren.
•
The funeral will ha held a. 'the
Hazel Baptist Church on Tuesday
at 2:00 p.m. with Bro. M. M.
Hampton and Bro. J. H.'Thurman
off.ciatin.g
Burial will be in the Barnett
cemetery.
Friends may call at elle Miller
Funeral Home in Hazel until the
funeral hour.
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MURRAY

PTA Mother Singers To Present Two Numbers

Of Food To
Be On Friday

POPULATION

Vol. LXXVII No. 79

10,101

Plane Just"Dropped From The ,
Sky," Forteen Survivors Relate

Mehl, to Newark, N.J. •'The man
sitting nex, to her was crushed
in the crash but "I got the safety
Mrs. Buford Hurt and Mrs. Cecil
belt open and jumped out ,of the
Farris. alai are in charge of Oa
plane." she said.
distribution of surplus commadita O'Malley said he noticed ,he
for the county, under .the directio•
aenaines weren't roaring like they
of Judge Waylon Rayburn, has
usually de- and commented lo the
anhounced that the distriouta ,
maYi-Tri-11*-'neat- Seat that .he
will begin or. Friday April 6 frsni
plane ."didn't appear to have
8:30 a.m. until 440 p.m.
-minter -power airr-hislet-ais he -the
It will he necessary for reoipients
air"
of the surplus to bring their own '
Allegheny :County Coroner Wilcontainers, such as baskets, boxes
McClelland
credited
D.
liam
or sacks, in which to carry this
"O'Malley and anieher Pittsburgh
food home.
businessarran. John E. McCarthy,
Mrs. Hurt and Mra. Farris say
with saving the lives of several
Authorit:es began an immediate
that they do not have any containpassengers. He teid the two men,
irivestiga tion
into
the
disaster.
ers at all.
who escaped with minor injuries,
And rescue workers 'worked
The location pf the, distribution
hauled some of the more seriously
night
inden.ifying
21
through
the
of
back
point will be at the
injured passengers away from the
charred bodies found in the wreckTaberedp Upholstry Shop on North
flaming wreck.
age.
The
body
of'
the
22nd
victim
Bro. H. B. Casey
Third street ins the building directly
Pilot Suffering Shack
had not been found. All the survibehind J. T. Wallis Grocery.The pilot, Capt Raymond McW. B. Casey of Paducah as evangevors
except •for to-pilot Marland
Recipients are asked to be sure
Quade. Red Bank. NJ., and Colist,
Jasperson. of Newark, NJ.. were
with them the identiPilo, Marland Jasperson, Newark,
Cyrus Miller will be the song and bring
reported ,o be in good condition.
fication cards signed by Judge
N.J., were taken to the hospital
leader.
His condition was critical.
On Whether Malenkov
The two chairman of
and could not be questioned about
The Mather Singer Chorus of
Bro. M. M. Hampton pastor said Rayburn.
TWA
passengofficials
listed
33
if
resaid
that
distribution
the Murray High School PTA with ers and three crew-mon aboard the the crash. MeQuade was reported
that the revival would continue the
cipients are unable to come in
in shock. and Jasperson was en
from April 1 to Apra 8 with serHrs. C C. Lowry as chairman and plar.e. One other passenger
relative
appar- "critical condition.",
person. they may send a
Sirs. Howard Olila as director, ently missed the flight.
CANTERBURY. England, AprilI vices at 10:30 a m and 7:30 p.m.
with a signed note
Or friend
S.ewardess Mary Jane Fanning,
MOUNT KISCO. N. Y.. April 2
will present two numbers a. the
2 la --England was divided today' -Attend for your happiness now
One of the survivors. Mrs Dorogiving them permission to get Hi - .The 28-room mansion of
of New York City, was identified
PTA meriting on Wednesday. April .hy Yingling. Cam Hill.
on a delicate ques,ion: Did Dr. and in the hereafter". Roo Hampsaid
the food. They must have the showman Billy Rose was gutted
at 2:30 in the High School one of the engines "made a funny as one of the dead.
Geoffrey Fisher. the archbishop of ton said, "Worship with a great
identification card. however.
The airliner, which had schedby fire today. destroeing all the
Auditc,r um.
1° Canterbury. snub exikoviet Pre- people in a great church.
noise and conked out" just after
There will be plenty of food furnashings which included antique
uled stops at Harrisburg. Reading.
mier Georgi Malenkov"
The chorus is composed of Ihe the plane took off on its saheduled
for all those who have signed furniture and a
world famous
and Awaentowc. Pe, hit with an
Many
observers
thought Dr_
following mothers: Mesdames Paul up. the ladies said. Included in collection of paintings.
impact that shook .he homes of
Fisher, the tughest churchman in
ThurBiddle.
Henry
Hargis,
Edwin
banAt
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anniversary
Friday
on
be
given
to
the food
residents d quarter-mile away Ti
Faur servants escaped unharmed.
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Wilson. Clarence Rob wedd
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said.
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'
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pst
a foster.
Crash crews from an Air Force
New applications for food will Li',, Jos ce Mathews. arrived at. the the
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be received on April 16. Mrs. scene shortly after dawn.
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Robert
Miller,
PITTSRUTtfalf.
0.
Max H. ChurcApril 2 4.14 Mr W. L. Stozy. itge 78. died Hurt and Mrs. Farris emphasized
Volunteer firemen were power- anrually to .one man in each
reached the scene within minutes.
Dr. Hewlest Johnson: the "Red Sunday at 3:45 p.m. at his home
Jaehill. Alice Jackson, Paul Lyles. "Irk funny but there was-absolut.ily
Sgt.. Ray Davis. New Kensingthat it is necessary to make less to halt the blaze which roared cee oraraniztaion This award is George
Dean" of Canterbury who was es- at 1613 Farmer Avenue. His death
Kimball, Jim Ed Eiluguid. no panic. Those who could walk,
ton. Pa.. said "bodies were scatapplication only one time. If there through the' house on the 54-acre made on the basis of con.ribution
corting Malenkov on the Easter was a result of complications folImogene Lampkins. and Ortis Key-. began helping the more seriouslY
made
net
tered around We helped some of
are those who have
estate'
to th,, local organization and active
Sunday tour. agreed not.
A final rehearsal of the chorus injured."
lowing an extended illness of two application, they are asked to do
those who. sot out alive in.o the
Firemen said the loss was "well interest ,n its projects,
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caggposure when they step- Mrs. Clare Story, lefurraiy. 'two
-club and has been School. The chairman, Mrs. Lowry pale to felicw passengers aborif to the scenic. along a under Judge Waylon Rayburn and whether the house and its furnish- the Murray
highway,
ped forward to speak to the arch- daughters, Mrs
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The archbishop himself wasn't sons, Noble Story of Oklahoma
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by towns.
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saying whether it was a
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er- City. Oklahoma. Ural Story of cumulated under the parity proHill. Pa. gave a similar descriptian
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for the past year and .also has a
1.'" too Dover and Mitchell Story of Mur- gram of the Agriculture Depart- —
of the level-headedness with wh,:',
busy to say hello.
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ray Route 4. two half-sisters. Mrs. ment.
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er 'Preeident Harry S. Trunian h
tragedy.
espouser of things left-wing, was Mrs Lee Humphreys of Murray.
said today he believed ,he antiand
"I had a sensation I was going
en.husiastically showing off t h e three half-brothers. L. A
delegate from Murray.
Stalin campaign now being conYingliag
to die burning." Mrs
cathedral to Malenkov. now the Rupert Story both of Murray and
Special revival services began
In presentaig the award John
ducted by Soviet leaders was "a
but after a very anxious last night at the First Methodist
said,
minister of Soviet power stations. Raymond Story of Murray Route
Sarmoons.
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front to
"Elmo" Sledd, age 66. moment I got the safety belt open
Mr.
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grandchildren.
He had just finished explaining 4 and three
Man Committee, said "there cor- •
Church with Rev. Roy Williams
Sunday at 930at his and jumped out of the plane."
to Malenkov that ,:he archbishop
He was a member of the Story
of the Firs'. Mettiodiet Church
The former president refused to thinly is not a more deserving man
home
near
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.H
i
5
sudden
panicked
and
"nobody
said
She
of Canterbury bad to obtain his Chapel Methodist Church where
Memphis as guest preacher.
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a
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their
keep
seemed
to
everyone
permission before he could conduct funeral services will be held TuesServices are being held twice
Harold is the son of Mr. and
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a
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He said he clidna think the batstony silence, his eyes fixed on the
230 'p.m. with Bro. J. H. Miller tle which Adlai Stevenson and publicity on our fashion show
Willie Sledd of Coldwater a n d very well what was going on One Of Twins
cross ahead of him One eyewitIt - was most necessary to the
and ar0. Robert Ivy officiating. Sen Pastes *Kefauver Of Tennessee
several neices and nephews
because I lost my glasses
ness said there was a "stunned
For Murder
Burial will be in the Oak Grove are waging for t h e Democratic success of our project and we are
He was al member of .he RaseTrout said it was his first
VINE GROVE. April, 2 ar -State
silence" in the Malenkov group.
deeply grateful.
cemetery.
bower Baptist Church near Sharpe. accident in more than 40 yeses
would
presidential
nomination
police and Hardin County law enWHEELING. W Va., Apr 2 RP The Miller Funeral Home of cause any split in the party If
You
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. very kind and Funeral services will be held at of flying.
forcement officers today awaited
Ore of 14-year-old twin sans of
Hazel was in charge of arrange- any.hing, he said. "it's working up
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Humus
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Chapel .Tuesday at 200 pm with helping rescue several other, more a Wheeling steel worker goes on
the people's interest" in the forth- space in your paper
ing made a. Frankfort in connectrial here today for the bludgeon
strangulation
death
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coming presiclantial
Thanks again for your considera- Bro Leonard Cole condoling the seriously injured passengers. said
tion with the
Leonardo da Vinoi, he Florentine
service Burial will be in the city "I had a feeling right after our slaying of an 8-year-old Cub Scout.
23,
tion and assistance.
Several -dogs in the area of 700 of Mrs Mary Lou Vessels,
Ohio County Prosecutor Joseph
rena mance inventor and artist,
He declined to say whether he
cemetery
wheels left the greund that someblock of Elm and North street whose partly clothed body was developed plans for an
A. Gompers refused Sunday to disunderwater favored Stevenson, Kefauver or
Most Sincerely Yours
Friends may call a'. the J. H. thing was wrong."
have been poisoned, according to found behind the garage of her
warship. but kept them secret. Gov. Averell Harriman of New
Ruth Pas:o iMrs John Pasco Churchill Funeral Home Chapel
,H,e recalled how he commented close what punishment he would
reports from residents of the area. farm home near here Friday.
He was afraid it would make York as she Democrats: candidate,
Publicity Chairman
until the funeral hour The J. H. "to'sthe man in the next seat that demand for Tommy Williams, who
W
Sheriff
B
Deputy
Chief
One dog whose owner was no,
war even more frightful than it explaining that "I'm trying to be I
Music Department
Churchill Funeral Home is in the plane didn't appear to have confessed he killed David Powell
said asday the results of the
known was found dead on North
already was.
neutral."
Murray Woman's Club
charge of the arrangements.
enought power to hold us in the wf.h a two-by -four planking and
expected
"at
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Sixth, and
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were tests
a brick last February.
air
'found alive hie apparently suffer- time"
Tommy was unable to give an
O'Malley was right. Secrrnda later
Funeral service's for Mrs Vesing_from strychnine poisoning.
earaslanation why he killed -David.
the 'aircraft slammed into
All of the dogs poisoned belong sels were held today at Flaherty,
ground . He crawled out a hole and who had been his neighborhood
to small boys Anyone in the area Meade County.
began beating Out the flames in playmate.
The body of the a.tractive farm
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with his hands and cost..
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Mrs. Yingling. who was flying few days after the Powell bojes
Ft. Knox. as he returned from
discovered.
more optimistic. The safety troubles to believe that any lots of vaccine his parents' A. There should be . home from a Chicago business body was found in a half-cellar
POLIO 1956
work
lucky to be of the Williams home on Wheeling
Editor's Note: This is the. first weir to be over. Production is have had any problem in terms no danger unless the child has trip, said she was
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aisle seat She said Island near Wheeling Downs race
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pound rocks were placed on the for curbing polio in 1956. It was if most children under 15 will get had of the Cutter vaccine last neighborhood and the vaccine has Ithe man
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Q. There is little or no risk,
was wrapped around .he neck eon the National Headliners' award gets in full swing.
EFFECTIVENESS
blue jeans and a pocket knife
Millions of parents arc asking then, for a child who takes the
•
Physicians said she had not been for his polio stories in 1955.
Q. How effective is Salk vaer!,
owned by one twin was found near
questions about the vaccine and the vaeici ne7 A. We believe there is in preventing paralytic polio" a
sexually molested It was clad in
David's body.
On
•
1966 inoculation program.
no substantial risk in taking the During the last year of
a man's flannel shirt and portions
By MICHAEL .I. O'NEILL
Tommy kept his guilt a secret
vaccine but the risk of contracting we found it was about 75 per
of her clothing were strewn about
United Preis Staff Correspondent
The man with the answers is
A meeting of the Min ray Zon- and did not even tell his brother
the yard.
WASHINGTON SP -The outlook Dr. Leonard A Scheele. surgeon pope) is, of rOurse, a substantial cent effective even though most
Commission will ba held on during their stay in a de.ention
children got only one shot. Only ing
is bright for a major, but by general of the U. S. Public Health one by comparison.
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no means total victory over
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Thursday will
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vaccine. It should be that the meeting on
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a
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tonight and Tuesday. High today ildy Country Club members will
with zoning problems of freed after the tests were made.
We now require respond in the same way in anyone
be held on Monday night April -will be protected by Salk shots
an exclusive interview with United safety factors
in low 80s. low tonight 65
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any kind to attend.
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The vaccine was
9 at 7:30 p.m in the Calloway
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success on April 12 last year.
Some 5:30 a. m. temperatures Circuit Court room.
anywhere in the ci.y,
Compere said he expected the
SAFETY
vaccine in the Notional Institutes recognize that it will not neces- prohl(rns
Reports will be made on the A nationwide inoculation program
today included: Louisville 65. Bowlwill not be .onfined to just zial to run at least, three days
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of
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be
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the
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Q Dr Scheele,
was plagued for
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on
various
was
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progress
LexingPaducah
64.
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ing
after a jury was selected He said
Q. Some areas are postponing one area.
Q What chances are there of a
months by controversy, confuaion Salk vaccine safe' A. Yes, Mr
ton 59. London 61, Covington 81 projects now underway
The meeting will ,be open to he expected no testimony would be
safe as' science can vaccinated child transmitting polio their. third shots in order to extend
it's
as
O'Neill,
delay.
and
president
of
Quertermous,
is
John
and Hopkinsville 67.
offered today,
everyone.
(Continued On Page Two)
This year the outlook is far mate it. We have had no reason to his brothers and sisters or to
the club.
Evansville. Ind., 65.
By DANIEL R. STEARN
United Press Staff Correspondent
PITTSBURGH. April 1 IA --The
-14 injured survivors of a fiery
TWA loassenger plane :rash tha.
killed. 22 persons said today the
plane suddenly "dropped from the
sky" during a takeoff and slaminto a hillside.
in e.d
One survivor said the plane's
arootors 'made -w funny- noise
conked out" minutes after :he twin
engined Martin Skylirier left the
,around Sunday night. Another said
he didn't' think the engines were
roaring like ,hey shoufa.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES The Outlook

•

Chandler
Budget To
Aid Colleges

Ais

-I

10 Years Agolhis Week

Shortening

CALIFORNIANS GREET KEFAUVER

iewitinued sewn Page One)
CRUSHED BY LEDGER & I1MES PUBLISHING COMPANY, lir
----enselidation of the Murray Ledger The Calloway Times and The
Octob
O. 192R and the West Kentuckian. January a▪ vailable supplies of viacerne. If a
child has only two shots, will he
11142
be protected during this year's
JAMES C WILLIAMS.PUBLISHER
polio season? A. Yes. I think we
they will have quite good
.ke reserw the right to reject any Adverteang Letters to the Editor, can say
protectionan moat cases.
r Public Vele, Items ertucb 113 our opinior are not for the best
FRANKFORT ID —Gov. A. B
Q. Is it recommended I h a t•
-.wren o: ow readers
Chandler's pnasused budget conchildren got one shot, at least,
tains subaantial increases for eduSIATIONAL REPRIZENTI.TIVES
WALLACE WITMER CO., 130b 'veil though they att. unable to cation, including
state
college:
Monroe. !demotes lenn '2.50 Pere eve., New York: 307 N alsclugan get the seond and third' A Yes.
and the University of Kentucky.
BETTER VACCINES
Olecago, 99 Bolyston Ste Bosnia.
and also for the state Departmene
Q Are there any better versions
of Mental Health
Cntered at ice Post Lidice Murray. Ketitucky. for'answeariton as
of the Salk vaccine just around
Secand Class Matter
the comer' A. Frankly. I don't
But, said Chandler, the budget
knole Dr. Salk himself and the "shows sizeable reductions" 1 o r
AUBSCRIPTION RATES. By Carnet ic Murray, per week 150. Per
manufacturers are constantly e-oek- several staae agencies.
esenta 1115e In Calloway awe adjoineng counties, per year $3.50; awe
ing to improve the Salk vaccine.
where $550
He listed these are the departand other investigators ape working
on still other kinds of vaccines:, ments of Public Relations, Alm
MONDAY — APRIL 2. 1956
When these will come along. we hot* Bervervige Control, Motor
Transportation,
Insurance
and
don't know.
POWER OF SUGGESTION
Q In general then. it is your Aeronattres.
advice that parents should go
For several months following a heart attack suffered ahead
By far the biggest increase gees
with the vaccine that is
by President Eisenhower at Denver last September, offices available now, rather than wait to education and the minimum
of physicians and clinics throughout the country were for what might come up in toe Foundation Program. The budget
crowded with patients who reported symtoms of heart futility? A Yes, I certainly would contains 54 million dollars t It e
first year and 57 million the secailments.
because we know this vaccine
ond for he foundation. Those are
it
will
is good and safe and
increases of $19.250,000 and S22.Undoubtedly many qf these people actually had heart protect.
250,000 Over the present biennium.
conditions never before discovered by family doctors, and
SUPPLIES
the shock and fear caused by the president's attack led Q What about eeuriplies, doctor? Chandler said:
-The proposed plan means that,
them to seek treatinent and Advice. Their lives may have
niece be enough vaccine for
for the first time in our history.
i‘11
r111.the children who need it this
'been prolonged accordingly.
Kentucky fathers
mothers can
The vast majority. however, had nothing wrong with year!! A. I wish I could gaze into expece. for every and
child a f a ir
give
you
a
Yes
ball
and
crystal
a
them. Or they had something wrong 'which did not effect
chance at an education, that out
the heart, in somecases 'minor ailments common to most answer. We hope there will be teachers can get a decent wage and
enough—for most cheiciren who want
people and not serious enough to require -treatment.
anincentive to beteer their qualithe end of the year but
The neurotic received the full treatment of fear in the itwe by
fications, that school transportation
just can't predict in advance.
will be reasonably sate, and that
Months that have passed, and never have newspapers and
Q. You expect to be able.
magazines published so many articles about people with though. to reach a substantially
heart diseases.
larger number of children this the poll> season. But it is our
Not to be outdone by other mediums of information, tel- year than last? A. Yes. definitely. feeling that any time is an .ipevision net-works have„now.taken up the problem of heart Q. How soon do you expect ipropriate time — even in the polio
disease and are bringing into the livin g room playsa
an .vaccine for adults? Any titne this season. Now this is something in
year)! A Well. there is vaccine which usage iravarrous communities
-demonstration of patients suffering attacks'.
Like newspaper and mag.izine articels. the are suppos- avail:hie for pregnant women, at and as between individual phee
ed to be reassuring by revealing that eight out of ten vie- the, present time. Row far it will &clans will be different. Our
recommendation is that the parent
: t .
tums of heart attacks recover aleannormal
nd
li yes.
is over will depend largely on how depend on the health officer and
The power of suggestino is one of the strongest mental the supply is in relation to overall physicians of the
community.
and emotional forces we have to deal with, and while we demand If the demand -for children Q. Some scientists have concern
believe it is wise for everybody to have some knowledge is very heavy we will not have about vaccinations during the plebe
of what to do Incase of a stomach ache or a heart attack. so .much for adults. If the demand Ise-risen for fear they might somewe don't believe it does any good to scare timid folks half is' less than that. adults . will how provoke paralytic polio in
to death over such diseases as (veer, heart_trouble. arth have the vaccine that much earlier. children who have already been
DEMAND
infected. I take it you do :I'M
'
ritis or polio.
The medical profession has recently learned that such Q. You reported in September, Consider this danger very great?
things as fear, anxiety and self-pity cause mOre suffering dector, that only about half the A. That is correct. There is sl!ght
as quickly risk. But the risk of a child getting
of major killer's. Since the life-Apan has .ben extended eaceine was being used
off the production line. polio during the peak of the season
by developements of medical science it is natural that de- as it aamestill
• lag in demend or is So much greater that it wauld
Is there
generation 'diseases have increased:
A. With *nem to us better to suffer the
has it . picked up.since
It is doubtful, however, that incidence of attacks of the exception at a few communi- slight risk in the first instance
major killers have increased in anything like the propor- ties, it has picked up very sub- Q. When should shots not be
tions as Mader!, Methods of diagnosis.
the picture, is given? A It is acansable not to
Now
In the old days hundreds of thousands of men and wo- Just the*opposite. It is a matter give them, for exerple, during
men died from "complications of aye." some in their fif- of where can we get some more illness, when a child is otherwise
sick or if one had reason to believe
ties, and many in their sixties, whereas they are now vic- vaccine.
DISTRIBL'TION
tie was coming down with polio or
tims of heart disease or cancer.
Maybe if we knew less about these diseases there! Q. How is the vaccine beirg another infectious disease.
A. Well, each • Is vaccination advised dor
would be fewer victims. At least we would reduce vie- distributed ncnv?vaccine
is cleared children who
tune a lot of
have had
tints of fear and anxiety. distuses of the mind and emo-- by the Public Health Service lite petite A. Yes. already
If they have had
hone which are now4io commillran entirely new profession states are notified regarding their type 1.• they might later be exposed
has -been established to cope with them.
ngivea by, tc - type 2- or 3.
tie rationale Share
taking the population In The 4ge
get
Q. Will children have
group 0 to 14 and pregnant amen. booster shots every year to main-,
The states, in turn, riot.** as • tain 'immunity? A. We don't know
regarding what percentage they yet. Dr
Salk and others are
April 4th, 1946
wish to go to public use and the stUdying this very carefully.
Dr. J. M. ronverse, graduate of Ohio State Universitn, percentage
they wish to go to
Q. How early in life should
is moving to Murray to practice veterinary medicine here-. c.iminerinal use This whole dis- vaccinations be started' A There
He will use the office and hospital,formerly used by Dr. ,tribution system is a voluntary is no harm in giving them alter
J.'J. Dorman on South Twelfth Street.
one in which the manufacturers the first month of life
'Mrs. Ellen Harris died at her home in the Providence )and the slates and the medical
INCIDENCE
Q Doctor, do you expect the
community Satnrday evening, March 20.
societies, physicians, and other's :ire
She is survived by her husband, S. A. Harris. a daugh- participating in order to make the Salk vaccine to make a significant
ter. Mrs. Loyde Spiceland. Dover. Tenn.. Hillis Harris, ecarce amply stretch the farthest dent in the polio cases this year?
A
Yes we do. But it is very
TIMING OF SHOTS
Route 5. and two step-sons, Freeman Harris. Murray,
Q. What is the present recom- difficult to predict just ahat the
and Howard Harris, Louisville.
course of inoculations' A. dent will be bectuse there are
Funeral services were held at the Hazel Baptist Church mended
present recommended course so mani differences between the
Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 for Mrs. Ada Farley who died The
is the first injection followed in incidence of polio from year to
at 4 o'clock Monday afternoon following an illness of five or six weeks with the second. year normally.
complications. Mrs. Farley was 79 years old. She was a The second followed in about 'seven Q. Do you have any ,deas as to
member of the Locnst Baptist Church.
how long it may take to bring
moans, with the third
She is snrvived by a daughter, Mrs. Orville Jenkins and Q. is there any harm done if :polio under control in this country
four sons. Wilson, Gus, and Porter Farley, Murray, and the second shot is green much as a result of immunisation? A.
later than six weeks after the first No, I would hesitate to fry. I
Miller Farley of Logan W. Va.
Miss- Bettie Hays is convalescing at the home of her A. No. 'none at all It will still think that's is difficuh prediction.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Collier Hays. Miss Hays under- enhance the degree of immunity in an impassible prediction to make.
most children It just isn't the
went an operation at Oak Ridge. -Tenn.. last month.
s-paceig.
Tomorrow: Dr. Jonas Salk. in
Martha. the little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Weaks, ideal What is the best time to ' en exclusive interview.
advises
Q.
Jr.. was painfully injured last week when an arm caught have your child inoculated or against giving any third shots the
in the wringer of a washing machine.
vaccinated? A Ideally it is before , ycar.
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BITS OF CHEER IN THE BLIZZARD DREAR

Of Letters

Recommended
•

By HARMAN Vr: NICHOLS
LisHei Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON (IA -- The government has been fussing with' its
big wheels for a long time about
scuttling gobbledygook.

Lung sentences. dependent clauses and metaphors and other bits
of composition that don't mate up
have plagued them for years.
So the General Services Admini
istration is advocating a set of
rules for writing. Mostly it has
to do with how to write a letter,
In our profession it is preache
from the pulpit every day that
writing a news story is something
like writing a letter. You just sit
down and tell your typewriter
what, happened. If you have a
smart typewriter, sometimes things
conic uut spelled right and make
a little sense.
Our leaders tell us sensible
things about never using a ,word
you can't spell. And we're told not
to get the folks mixed up by calling
a cat a feline when everybody
knows a cat is a cat The same
goes for dogs and canines; a dog
Is 'a dog

SIN. ESTES KEFAUVER (D-Tenn.) la greeted by women wearing
banners declaring him "The People's Choice" as he arrives in Los
Angeles on a "handshaking campaign* to Southern California.
The Senator, fresh from Ith Minnesota primary victory, now seekg
(ha SS California convention votes. (International Soundphoto)

G d
or on Will
Oppose Noble
Gregory

school- builders will b;gin ,o meet
modern standards"
He said an increase of $1.374.130
is included for the University of
Kentucky and its division of colleges "to finance increased enrollments and salary adjustments"

He added that ,he UK Afaiceleural Experiment Station would
receive $123.400 additional e a c h
Elwood Gordon. Lawyer and faryear for operating costs while mer of Benton.
Kentucky.' filed
$100.000 is provided for the pur- 'today as a candidate for democratic
chase id dairy equipment.
nomination to the office of U. S.
Also $144450 addawnal goes to Representative to Congress from
UK for an expanded county ag- the First District of Kentucky

I

i

ricultural agent program.
^ Announcing his candidacy GorThose increases in the UK budg- don said he will be an avowed
et are in addition to the five mil- anti-Chandler administration canlion dollars appropratrd to start didate and that the time
has
construction of a medical school. come when the people who
do
Chandler said Kentucky's five j the work, pay the bills and suffer
state colleges — Morehead, Eest- +the hardships ehould have a reern, Western, Murray and Ken- - presentative in Congress from this
tucky Sate — will receive budget District. He called his opponent.
increases totaling $777.775' the first Nable J. Gregory. a "rubber stamp
, for e Mayfield millionaire".
and $1.134.280 the second.

Gives 17 Rules
Well. the GSA has taken a step
fi.rward with 17 rules for plainly.
written letters in down-to-earth
English.
Here are some of the GSA's do's
and dont's:
Don't make a habit of repeating
what is said in the letter you
answer.
Avoid needless words and needless information.
Beware of roundabout propositional phrases, such as "with regard
to" and "in reference to"
Don't qualify your Statements

•

BEARD PROBLEMS
— Gary's city
GARY, Ind.
fathers are beginning to wondee,
if it was a good idea to Include
a beard-growing contest in the
city's golden jubilee celebration.
Three hard-to-identify, bearded
bandits have carried off several
successful robberies during the. past
week.

immimmiam,
Funeral Wreaths
and Sprays
4rtistically A rrang4d

.

Iry eeas

a
,es

16th

at Poplar — Call 479

-Tell the Qovernor
the cow's after kicking
over the lantern
and me barn's
on Firer

1

Year

with irrelevant "ifs."
e
Know your subject so well thai
you can discuss it naturally and
cwifidently.
, Be compact. Don't separate closely related parts of sentences.
Tie thoughts together so your
reader an follow you from one
to another without getting lost. •
Use more active verbs.
Don't hedge. Avoid expressions
like "it appears."
Suggest Personal Nimes
Use words that stand fur human
beings, like the names of persons
and the personal pronouns like
"you, he, she, we and the like."
Admit your mistakes. Don't hide
them behind meaningless words.
The GSA winds up with this
word of advice: -Do not be obsequious or arrogant." Sort of
violates- rule No. 7 which'says "use
only short words."
"'arrogant." of course, means
bossy, But that other one.sent this
tired old hand to the dictionary.
(lbsaquiouts," it. seems, means
fawning or Servile.
Now if these GSA fellows would
only practice what they preach.

This is the second time for
He did ,not give a breakdown on
• Gordon to challenge Gregory in
the figures.
'the house race. He ran against
Chandler seal the state Meneal him in 1948. and received the
Health Department would receive 'biggest vote of any opponent of
a total appropriation of WNW-. the veteran Gregory in 20 years'
400 for the two years 7 a boo. With something new added in
of $33,701.400. which he said is the this District since that race, *Los
lenb
nurcgouladndpoT
SE
Go
uirdo
ssoidtu
largest increases the prgoram !sass
dy Clip
ouLat
reeived in as history.
G_rBo
eg;ryi
He said the eittra money will
near, Aurora, MT Gordon
meandeli; up IN area-ment
attended Aurora High Schwa. then
the mentally Ill
worked his way through Murray
The governor said his 'budgettte College taking his B. S.
..Isa includes fund-r----tor— III
rTbegrie mi. Gordon was lected
Panded probation anci parole pro- County Court Clerk of Marshall
gram and a step up in the state County in 1933. At the time he
,oberculosa
program.
was only 21 years of age and
In addfaon, he said, additional the youngest' County Clerk in
Auncis are
being
provided for the State He served two terms,
county tuberculosis hosprtals, with leaving office in 1942. He attended
each to receive $3, a day for each the University of Loursvaile Law
indigent patient treated
School by day and the Jefferson
In addition, he said, funds will Law School by night, and was
be supplied °for .he hieing of 105 admitted to State and Federal
additional State police, with each Bars in 1946 In addition to his
to be assigned to full - time road law practice, Mr Gordon operates
patrol.
a farm in the Cumberland River
'
This represents an Increase of Bottom of Livingston County He
85 per cent over '.he patroling is married to the former Mess
OrCe.
Bertha Knight of Murray and
Chandler alsorNati funds are they are the parents of two sons
provided for a
expanded pre- and three daughters
gram of vocational rehabilitation
Mr Gordan says he will start
and for the state's drive to stamp his speaking campaign at Renton.
out brucellosis among cattle.
April 2. (Tater Day) and will
speak at every place he can get
• few people to listen from now
ANxiots
until election day. May 29 He
clit.:AG0 API — James Anderson will schedule Saturday afternoon
baled into curt by his wife on sp.eakings in each county seat
a disorderly conduct charge. dashed town and will advertise the time
out of the courtroom like a sprinter and place of these speakings throuti..n Judge Joseph Drucker re- gh the local papers and radio
stations in advance
leased ht mon bond
Anderson raced down a hallway
apparently trying to catch up with
his wife when he slammed into a
passerby and both went sprawling.
Officers returned him to the judge
who ordered Anderson locked up.

t
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Long Distance
puts you in touch,Pastor
MRS. O'LEARY and

her cow nearly

burned up old Chicago. When the heat is on
for you to close a business deal in
Chicago —or tell big news to a friend in
the next town—keep cool. Call long Distance.
It's lost. Easy. And costs so little.
It's Twice

As Fast to Coil

by Number

SOUTHERN MULL TIELEPHONE
AND tEtIOSAPH COMPANY

We Hav,40 The Agency For

1411

-

NO STRINGS
01TAWA Ont itP -- The Canadian army recognized an old army
institution today and offered $75
in prties for the best _vipers in
-•
its service corps •
"No strings attached," the army
said.
•••••••

People 60 to SO

ci

Tear Out This Ad

s-•

•

and mail it today tu find
out how you can still apply for
a $1.000 life insurance policy to
help take care of final expeneet
without burdening your family.
You handle the entire transaction by mail with OLD AMERICAN of KANSAS CITY. No Obli•
gation No one will call on you!

•

IN BOSTON, Joanna Kingsley tries to coax a rohtn to post an airmail letter for her. The robin apparent!), is too diseouragea to
comment. Pretty cheep of the weather man, ushering in spring
Alisternationui glum rodpItoto)
With Jb.5 inches of snow.

IN NEW YORK, two freelance commercial amine. Wiliteun Jay
and Ellen Scriatr, find the skiing on Fifth avenue to their bk.
trig. They are shown passing St Patrick's cathedral on their
way to Central park for more akling. They had just purchased
(iaternariorscubviaseipholo),
the shwa to welcome swag.

Write today. simply giving your
name, address and age. Mail to
Old American Ins, Co. 3 West
gth. Dept. L216B, Kansas City,
I Mu.

The worlds Finest Air Conditioner, backed by a century
old tradition of fine craftmanship
A MA NA

Since 1854

ALFRED polcAN

AMANA
Since 1854

Electric Service
Phone 1680

219 S. 13th St.
a
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naturally and

Male Help Wanted1

separate closesentences.
tiler so your
,ou from one
getting lost. •
Tbs,
id expressions

ii Ntmes
•
Ind tier human
'tea of persons
pronouns like
id the like."
RS. Don't hide
gless words.
up with this
o not be chine" Sort of
hich'gays "use

MANAGER 'RAINING. Well establisheo consumer finance company has opening for young man
between 21-29 years of age. Two
years of college work preferred,
high school education accepted.
Must have neat appearance, nice
personelle)+, own automobile, and
be able to meet .he public. Good
working conditionS, paid vacation,
group insurance, good salary while
training. Appointment for interview may be arranged oy calling
1180.
A3C

PAGE THREE

_
tien. to 3 p.m , Kentucky State
fiepployment' Office, Mayfield, Ky,

A2ic ew Alloy
May Aid Gas
Turbines

•••-••••••••=.

FOR RENT

emrse, mean*
7 one.sent this
the dictionary.
seems, means

fellows would
they preach.
-BLEMS

NOTICE

I

FOR SALE

is

GENETIC
WONDER

maw

Vreaths
rays
4rrangad

re tee•

e-•

— Call 479

Female Help Misc,

II

NOTICk: Just received e eupply
of Skrip ink in a new large econo.
-meal size, black oiune_ry
marking ink, var.ous
of
stamp pad ink, all colors ,,f foam
rubber stamp pads, pre-inked. Also
have numbering machine ink and
ink pads. Ledger & Times Office
Supply. call 53.
Tr

WANTED

a professional seivice teachers take
pride in rendering. Dignified work,
different from ord,nary vacation
eirrployment Wft,e :le confidence
for full irdonrnatione . Give your
educational qualifieations, teaching
experience, and extra curricular
activities.
Write '.0
Box 32-D,
Murray, Ky.

GARDENS TO PLOW. Will do
good work, Call Dwain Taylor,
phone`1842-J or 1000.
A3C
CARETAKER for Martin's Chapel
Cemetery. Will let job Saturday,
A4P
April 7, 19:00 at cemetery.

•11

iOLDEN WITCH
14, ZOLA

•
k4i

•

;tor

it is on

I in
Distance.

•
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Only when the hack was gone
her past desire, past love. Thank
CHAPTER THIRTY -NINE
and they mounted the steps did she
IT TOOK a few minutes to dis- heaven, she'd jilted him!
break her silence. Her fingers dug
Charlotte's voice hardened.
pose of Eben Holborn. When he
"It's that murdering Beaumont Into tua arm.' "I'm—tm afraid of
was gone, Michael held Charlotte
until her tears subsided, then he woman. You're In love with her. Barclay, Michael"
"Good." Michael was cksual.
spoke warily. "Tell me about it, Maybe you killed her husband!"
He welcomed her anger. He was little teat will be healthy for you,
Lotty."
,
"You've got to take me away more capable of dealing with my Vet.
The Chinese servant received
Charlotte furious than Charlotte
from Seattle, Michael."
courtesy, accept"That's impossible, Lotty. I'm seductive. "Tell me your trouble, them with blank
ed Michael's hat and coat, told
Meg Beaurnont's counsel, and even Lotty."
She flung away from him, but them Barclay was in the parlor.
If I were not, 1 couldn't take you
Charlotte hung back, but Mihe brought her back, releasihg her
anywhere."
strug- chael, with firm nand, propelled
At the mention of Meg, her wrist only when she stopped
at her forward. Barclay, hie back to
mouth tightened. He knew it was gling. Her right hand worked
She was them, stood by the window, looka bad sign when she controlled her the wrist he had held.
sullen. "Barclay's going to divorce ing across the town. He turned
anger and reached out to him.
spoke, masked me
"Michael, you said you loved me. me. He—Clyde Ryerson was in the when Michael
quick surprise, looked pointedly
room—"
I need you."
over his wife's head.
"Your bedroom, Lotty?"
His silence bothered her. Her
"What can I do tor you, Dark?"
She glared at him. Yes."
fingers curled confidingly into his:
"I've brought back your wife."
"I see. And had you had an affair
she bent toward him. "Michael,
Ryerson?"
"It was," said Barclay, "a needalways thought I could depend on with
"How dare you!" Charlotte less trip, My wife is no longer welyou."
yelled. At the impassive scrutiny come here."
With painful clarity, Michael
Charlotte wheeled angrily but
with which Michael regarded her,
knew this was true. Anger ruse in
she backed Into the nearest chair Michael caught ner arm.
him.
silence.
and lapsed into melancholy
"Don't be a fool, Barclay. You
"Are you asking me to marry
"Did Barclay catch you red- married her; you -knew the naturei
you. Lotty 7"
handed, Lotty?"
of the woman you married. 'aril
He saw swift surprise cross her
She began ot cry. "No! Fie— there something about better or
face, knew she hadn't thought as
made love but .. . but—but worse? She tells me it wasn't the
far as marriage, had wanted him Clyde
nothing—"
worse. 1 believe tier."
only as an expedient way out of
"Nothing happened?"
"That's your privilege." Barclay
trouble.
resolutely avoided lookinget Char"You—you said you loved me,
Michael believed her. He remem• lotte. "Allow me my 0.en 5pinion."
Michael."
bered their own aborted love
Maybe, Michael decided, Char—
He knew all her tricks, the
scene. Charlotte must have sought lotte had some justification. Living
false
the
submissiveness,
sweet
him out because even then she was with Barclay must be like cuddling
surrender. Now that love no longer
infatuated with Ryerson and was up to Mount Rainier's crest! He
provided illusion, he saw that esafraid.
caught Barclay's eye and read missentially she was as ruthless as
"You've told Barclay that noth- ery.
ityersah or Barclay. The men had
ing happened?"
"Use your head, man! You've
a strength she lacked, she pos"He—he called me a—a liar."
lived with Charlotte for years. Does
sessed only the persistence of •
Michael sighed. "Where's your she strike you as a woman who'd
greedy child.
it, made throw tier cap over a windmill?
I ipremely confident of her own coat, Lotty?" He found
Charlotte
charm,'site slipped her arms about her stand up, thrust her arms Into Leo you normally imagine
sleeves.
considering the world well lost for
his neck, lifted her lips. "Mighaei, the
love 7"
"Where are you taking me?"
I've been so blind. It was always
Barclay's expression wavered.
' you."
"Home." He ignored her proShe must have seen he had no tests. When she pulled away from "You believe that—Michael, you
intention of kissing her, tier eyes him at the door, he leaned against think that—"
held his with a concentration she the jamb and spoke to ner with the
"Charlotte married you, Barhad never shown. She tightened weary accents of a parent "Look, clay. You can't let her go without
"her arms, brought her body against Lotty, you don't have any mistaken, regret You've a chance to hold the
him, gave him a long, full kiss.
notion that Ryerson -s going to reins for a change. Don't forget
Briefly Michael's mouth and send for you?"
you own a whip."
girl
he
her—the
body remembered
She tossed her head and refused
Charlotte wept. She always manlong.
so
for
wanted
had loved, had
to answer.
aged to do it more beautifully than
Instantly the vision blurred.
"Listen, Lotty, for I'm not go- other women. Before Michael had
Charlotte was no novice In the
ing over this again. Ryerson won't closed the door behind rum he was
moods of men. She drew away.
send for you, and U he did. you pretty sure Barclay had her In tua
Anger flashed through her, was as
wouldn't take to hiding in alleys Irma.
swiftly controlled. "Michael can't
and running from afterlife." When
He walked through a chill wind
you forgive me?" Her voice scaled
her lovely mouth pouted, he lifted and needling rain to tpe Cox house.
upward. Against her will, despair
his voice. "And Fin not taking you His mouth twitched, it had been a
showed. "1 need you!"
on either. Get that out of your ridiculous scene. His part as counHe sensed her pleading and her
bead. You've got to get Barclay to selor in matrimony had been the
fear. Both touched him. fie knew
take you back."
most ludicrous part of it. No matwould
she
that
completeness
with
He was, at last, free of Charter.
recogni•
fleeting
glimpsed
a
He
terms.
any
on
now
him
come to
Both Lindens would steer
Suddenly he understood Meg's feel- tion of the truth in her eyes and lotte.
clear of him in the future. Neither
ing for Kemp. He had been her had sympathy for her. She prewant a reminder of his
responsibility; she could not re- ceded him down the stairs and did would
.
lease It. If he had married Char- not speak during the hack ride to knowledge.
Iro Bo Ocestrasolii
lotte, 110 wieuld now be bound to bee home.

27-Classify
29-Antlered
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25-Chief
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27-Layer
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taste
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The alloy ereated in the vacuum
furnace has 38 per cent greater
strength than the cobalt alloy and
from two to 10 times the due.ility
of earlier mese' base alloys, he
said.

2.F.,

3,

So
The finished product has greater strength at engine aemperatures than the cobalt alloy now
used in gas turbine engines for
airplanes and many experimental
auto engines, he said And it is.
cheaper.
•
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1-The urial
2-True to history
3-Cyprinold lists

3
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...... 51-Therefor•
53-Printer'•
measure
56-Nocturnal
trr
bird
58-fireek letter
60-Afternoon
party
61-Preposition
62—Prellx: down
4—CentPd urea
66—Preposition

PRE-SEASON SPECIAL
On

"This means engineers can make
an engine which week, last longeror go faster, according to how
they want to use the advaneage,"
Flinn said.
The announcement follows on
the heels of renewed interest in
the gas turbine created by he
coast-to-coast test run of a "c7clone in a box:: mounted on a
standard 1956 Plymouth.
The experimeneal turbine w a
developed by Chrysler Corp. from
expensive cobalt base alloys and
admittedly is not practical for
competition witty ,.'tin driven en•
gine beeause of costs.
Chrysler and other aueernotive
engineers agree a turbine would
offer a new era of, motoring. It
has only about a fifth as many
moving parts as present piston engines. a fact which drastically eu.s
the possibilities, of trouble in operation.

1956 Model

ANA
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Air Conditioner, the Worlds Finest

ALFRED DUNCAN

LISTEN TO WNES
Each Sunday at 8:15 a.
Hear
"HOW CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE HEALS"

ELECTRIC SERVICE
Phone 1680

219 S. 13th St.

By Ernie Buahneeller

NANCY

YOU COULD HAVE
,BORROWED OUR
VACUUM
CLEANER
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By Al Capp
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2.eeer c'S
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A TICKET FOP
PARK I N'OVERTIME

•

BUT, O'DROOLIHAN,
OLD EAJDDY 1 WAS
IN THERE,KILLING
15 CRIMINALS-Fr—
THAT TAKES

TIME,>IOU
KNOW!!

YOU

DONE

CUT
1)01N'
MINE.1- DON'T

YOUR

TRY TO SWEETTALK ME OUT
OF I Ti,'

Deeeef 1 TRY TO
SWEET-TALK
HIM OUT
OF IT, YOU

CHISELER!!

1/QU'R.E.
NO
BETTER
THAN
WE
ARE!!

•
d
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e 1854

e 1680

SSud rrwouriel...e UaeneeMelaaaware wa
Oleres3.4
Ere rerree.e•

AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT poultry scientist Dr. Marlow V.
Olsen holds a genetic wonder, a turkey poult resulting from
parthenogenesis, at the department's Beltsville, Md., reasgalele
center. Parthenogenesis? The development of an embryo
unfertilized egg. It is
natural function of many lower furens
of life such as bee4 and aphids, but until recently scientists did
not believe it possible In higher forma such as putntry. Now
they know more about the birds and the bees than they did. The
poult is shown 13 days after it was hatched. Hatching required
30 days. The Null. Is smaller'than normal, and is growing
more slowly.
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50-Word of sorrow
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69-Handle
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"Acaually, the alloy has t h e
same components as metals tested earlier by the auto industry,"
Flinn said. "But we've found we
can give the alloy the heat resig.ance it needs by melting it in
a
vacuum
furnace, preventing
oxygen and other gases from
emnbing with the metal during

•

ether

1Ty

ROSS

,

ANN ARBOR, Mich. U
— A
Universiay of Michigan metallurgy
SEVEN. ROOM house, 6 rr.11es west, professor today revealed a new denear Lynn Grove. B. C. Swann, velopment which might make gas
just off highway.
A2P turbine automobiles practical within "two to five years."
FOUR ROOM house and private
Dr. R. A. Flinn, head of a rebath. Available immediately. R. W.
Churchill, Phone 7.
A2C search team set up ',o search for
a new, low cost process to develop
5 ROOM unfurnished home. Gar- a metal capable of withstanding
den. Reasonable rent. In Dexter, a turbine's intense heat, said a
Ky. See or call Mrs. Luebbert in
new process of melting a nickel
Na,ecnal Store or call 398, Murray,
base alloy in a vacuum furnace
Kentucky.
A4P
has been developed.

SERVICES OFFERED I

- Gary•s city
rig to wondeS
lea to Include
intest in. the
celebration.
ntify. bearded
ei off several
hiring the past

ACROSS

FURNISHED APT., 3 rooms and
bath. private entrance, electrically
equipped. Telephone 131-W after
5 p.m. 706 Olive. e
A3C

TVA LAND FOR RENT. Sealed
bids for the agricultural use of
twelve tracts of TVA land located
in Calloway and Marshall counties,
NOTICL: We have Letter uoxes
•1948 PLYMOUTH, runs good. Fish- $335.00 PER MONTH
Kentucky, beginning January 1,
AND BONUS
Kraftall expansion files, Harp Deing car. Good rubber, cheap. Con1956, for periods varying from one
Wanaedotwo men with high school
ter files, third cut, fifth cut and
Murray, Ky.
ner
Implement
Co.,
to five years, will be received by
education or the equivalent for
straight cut manila file folders
A3C
Phone 1313.
the Tennessee Valley A u',hority,
sales work in this area, You must
iiriel clear, amber, lemon and green
Division of Reservoir Properties,
be ambitious and willing to work.
IrCel-U-Dex index tabs. Ledger &
-14011LIXENTS,
Paris, Tennessee. until 2e00 p.m.
Experience is not a requiremeng
Tines Office Suleply, cail 55. TF
CST. April 10, 1956. where they Murray Marble and Granite works. "'reining on the job. Salary begins
Builders of fine memorials for at once wieh on the job training. 3 ROOM furnished
will be publicly opened.
apartment with
granite and marbre, large selecLocated near Kentucky Reser- over half century. Porter White, You must • have a car and be private bath and outside
stairway.
tion styles, Sizes. Call 85 home voir, the treats
A4C willing to be away from home `Heat, water
vary in size from Manager. Phone 121.
and sewerage furnishphone, 526. See at Calloway Monu- two ao one hundred
seventy-three
four nights each week. For those ed. Phone 168. 901 Main S..
A4C
JOHN DEERE No. 226 corn picker.
ment Works, Vester Orr, owner. acres. The nine tracts
in Calloway
who qualify we offer permanent
Cost new $1650. Picked 3 corn crop,
MON1JMENFS first class material County are in the
vicinity of Malwork, better than average earnaskireg price $400. Contact R. S.
West Main S., near collebe. M1C colm and Ruff creeks.
ings, and a good secure future.
Rt. 3.
A7P
Bid forms and a complete list Griffin, Murray
You must be available a, once.
NOTICE: Attention Farmers. Need
of the trae.s available, together GIRLS' bicycle, in good condition. and men will be selected through BREAK
and ORDER GARDENS.
a small compact book to record
with information in detail, may Call 34-W or can be seen a. 309 a personal
interview. Ask
for B. K TrevathJ n, Phone 694-M2.
receipts, disbursements, perchase
be obtained frOm the offieeke of North 12th.
A4C Mr. McCune, Tuesday. April 3, 10
of machinery, depreciation, taxes,
ASP
'Malcolm G. Little. Manager of
interest, insurance and miscellan12 FT. Marine plywood boat, and
Prc•pertiA, Paris, Tenn.
1TC
eous items? We now have Farm
one 3 H.P. Evenrude motor, Both
Reco.d
Books.
Office
Supply,
RADIATOR rephir, attomotive ma- like new, Joe R. JacksOn, two
Daily Ledger & Times, call 55. TF
chine shop service and re-built. miles _ewest _of Midway.
A4P
AMANA AIR_ CONDITIONER. We motor exchange. Go to Murray
M IC 26 FOOR Chris-Craft Cruiser in
now have the agency for this air Auto. Paras, Phone 15.
excellent condition. Hull in perconditioner, backed by a century
AMANA
AIR
CONDMONER. fee. condition. No leaks. Motor
old tradition of fine craftsmanship.
Pre-season special on 1966 model reeently overhauled. Sleeps 4, has
ISee us tteitiy. Alfred Du Tr,an
Amana air conditioner. the world's cooking facilities and ice box. May
Electric Server. 219 South 13.h
finest. P, -ton $399.95. Alfred Dun- be seen at Panther Creek, KenSt. Phone 1680.
ITC
can Electric Service, 219 S. 13th tucky Lake. For further informaITC tion. phone T. F. Ware at ClarkaCOPE'S T.V. & RADIO SERVICE. Street. Phone 1680.
eille 6549 or, Dover CE 25231„,
appliances,
Electhical
. washer's,
is Tot's Day! 25% off
'toasters, ironers and etc. All re- THURSDAY
regular studio prices for children SPECIALS: Five piece bedroom
pairing. 410 N. 5th.. Murray. Day
6 mcs to 6 years only. No aPPointe suite, only $87.50. Seven piece livphone _1918, night 104.1-W-1.
ment necessary. Wells SC Wrather ing room suite only $169.50. Two
TFC used living room sui,es. two tfsed
HAVE YOUR home areated now Studio.
refrigeilators, two used oil cook
against termites. Five yeiu- guaranstoves, priced to sell. See us bei) tee. We spray for ants, moths,
fore you buy. Seaford and Ray,
Silver fish, mosquitos, roaches and
chinese elm trees. Insured and VACATION POSITIONS. Unusuel Furniture and Appliance. 105 N.
licensed (No. L01951. Kelly vaca'.ion position paying teachers 3rd St., Murray. Arthur Bourland,
A4C
Exterrning.or and Pest Control, from reel to $1,500, dependmg on Service Man. Phone 1824.
Kelly Produce Co. Ph. 441. AlfiC the time they can work. This is
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Club News

( Jo Burkeen, Editor. . . Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J
Charles I). Ramsey
Honored it Party
On 4th Birthday

Weddings

PAT WARD NOW MRS. SMITH ,

Bugs Bunny
Observes 20th
Anniversary

Activities
Locals

Color Of Food Is
Important Factor
URBANA. III elt —A eprig 'of
parsley adds a "cho:.ry•' touch to
foods, and the dark-purphsh color
of dried prunes seems to depress
most eaters, according .o a University of Illinois food specialist

Charles p lOunbar ramsey was
honored at a party in celebi-ation
of his fourth birthday on Tuesday.
March 27, at .hree-thirty o'clock
in the afternoon.
The group met at the Ramsey
home on South Twelfth Street
..there the honored person opened
his many gds. Afterwards they
went to the City Park to play and
to have refreshments.
"The Old Woman In The Shoe"
was theme of the decorations for
the par.y The cake was shaped
like a shoe which was served
with ice cream by the honored
person's mother, Mrs. James C.
Ramsey
Those present were Johnnie and
Rodney
S.
Kathy, and Bubb&
_Welch, Dale Futrell. °Fret! Champion. Dan and Tripp Miller. Joe
Dalton, Mrs J B Ramsey, Mrs.
K Lewis, Mrs Lesl.e Ell, Mrs
James C Ramsey, and Charles Dunbar Ramsey

• Mary McAuley said food colors
°can actually influence your :ippeote. laste sensation and reaction to a meal." There are popular
food colors and unpopular ones, to
which men and women react alike.
Miss McAuley said the aombination of vatute and green is "an appetite-teaser". while yellow is one
of the -mos, favored- food culors.

1TONT)A Y

By ALINE MOSBY
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD :US --One ve.eran
star has bock teeth, wears no
clothes, is sassy and has a whining
Brooklyn accent—but today he celebrates his 20th anniversary as the
boxoffice champ of Hollywood.
Bugs Bunny has been Warner
studio's '.op money maker and
the
head of Hollywood's boxoffice poll
for 20 years. No other odor_ can
make that- statement.
Unfortunately. Bugs, like Doris
Day and Susan Hayward, h a s
never won an Oscar But his cres„ors sigh that mane a top ticket'
seller never makes the artistic

AN ANGLE ON 'CLASS' WARI

CHALLENGE TO SURVIVAL
.

Stoles. tut U. S. degrees woe 2 3
ell is favor ol the Kant:el:14i, .hile I
the Soviet degrees ron 3 to 1 ir favor

By United Press
A quick main-dish casserole can
be made with canned spaghetti,
tuna and ripe olives combined in a
greased casserole. Season with opon sal, and peppier and top wig'
grated cheese. Bake for 20 to 'WO
minutes in a moderate oven.

of science end •ngin••ring.

Ai wood the Soviets ore arod•

j

U. S. GRADUATES

1950 50,000
TODAY 20 000
soviur UNION
‘; 1950
:"TODAY 1.111101

Sating twa.cind-one-half times as
many engineers as 0141 U n mod States.
Th• word ol the United Stoles ;
aircraft industry during the lost

five

years is one of great ochevement

Yet, tha greatest job
. tars nation is to retain

GRADUATES

lies ahead.
a safe margin

of air superiority over

the

Soviets,
then American youths must be en-

Wax paper wrapped around a
'refrigerator tray of ice cream as
soon as the cream is fozen will
help prevent ice crystals from
forming on top. The tempera.ure
control should be lowered a bit
when the f:•ccz rig Is f:r1:,hed too

•

cooroged to follow Careers in 16Ca and •nOalping.
11,

PLUMBING

RUSSIA is forging ahead faster in educating
Its people than Is
the U. S., this chart indicates. The chart
is from "Planes," a
publication of the Aircraft Industries A.ssociati
on of America. Inn

On Bugs' 20th birthday and 20th
anniversary in pictures I dropped
in at his home, the Warner cartoon
departmeo, where Bugs is spoken
about as if he were a tweafooted
veteran such as Spencer Tracy.
The busy bunny shows no signs of
dropping in popularity.
No TV for Bags
"We've just licensed Bugs Bunny
CHICAGO ill? —Housewives who
wZirk 80 hours a week aren't making the most efficient toe of their
time, in he opinion of Leo J.
Kelly. executive vice president of
the National Sanitary Supply Aastriation.
Dark colors are "undesirable" in
flood, she added. which explains
"why the dark-purplish color of
dried prunes seems to depress most
eaters"

carrot juice, carrots and waffle of 'What's
Up, Doc' to the end
and gelatin molds in the shape of when he record
'he sound
ale rabbit." beamed Edward Selzer, chief producer of the cartoon
derpartmenf• who is a pixie type
himself.
"Bugs gets many Offers to appear on TV But if a star is on TV
all the time people ge, tired of
hon."
• • • •
The racy rabbit started his film
career as an extra in a cartoon,
"Harem Scarern." Two years later
the studio decided to s.ar him in
"Heckling Hare." Bugs was a
smash. Fifteen years ago he utMrs Monroe Mitchell opened her
tered his immortal -What's up,
home on Thursday. March 15 at
Kelly said women could cut
Doc"- statement, a phrase .hat beone o'clock in the afornoon for
down on housework by as much as
came universal_
the regular meeting of the Wades30 per cent "s.mply by making a
Marilyn Monroe has changed in
tom Homemakers Club
planned work schedule and folappearance since her first film.
The lesson on "Kentucky Laws"
lowing it."
So has Bugs. His legs and body
v...s given by Mrs Hansel • Ezell
There is probably no other floIndustry sotistics show Kelly
are longer and he's switched from
and Mrs Herman Hanle*, major
said. that 'every cleaning operation wer sq versatile in color and tawny
fur to blue-grey fur. But
project leaders Landscaping noes
• should be surveyed and charted form as the rose making it the his personali
ty remains the same.
were given by Mrs M3V.5 Young
favorite
of
gardeners
before it is undertaken. Yet not
everywhere.
Happy Go-Lucky
The devotion was given by Mrs
The
breathtait
ing
beauty of endless
one housewife in 20 makes such a
"Bugs is sassy and happy-goMitchell followed by prayer by
thart to help her do her house- color variations and shadings al- lucky",
explained Selzer. • "When
Mrs. Ezell The minutes were read
lows
the
American gardener to
SEN. WALTER F. GEORGE (D-Ga.),
work more efficien.ly, he added.
we develop a story for him we
by Mrs Lowell Palmer in the
almost paint the garden with fa• • • •
chairman of the Senate Foreign
PAT WARD, who won fame of a sort as chief witness in the
:melee it with as much criticism
Mickey
absence of .e e secretary, Mrs.
Relations Committee, arrives at
Jelke vice trial, enters Greenwich Village apartmen
The bases of porous flower pots vorite varieties. There is no other and care
t In New York
as
If
he
were
Anna.
Baron Pakner Plans acre made
Migthe White House for s prevloteflY
with her new husband, Delaran Smith, an attorney.
V can be water -proofed with melted flower which blooms ?or such non& We won't
Said she, "I'm
put
him
for a combination Stanley - Avon ' looking forward to being
out of
unscheduled -conference with
a length of time in the garden.
•parathn
a housewife, and I like to cook." For
charaeter."
President Eisenhower.They conparty to be held in Air.: for the ,
Pat. 22. Its a first marriage, and second for
The great vigor inherent in. the
Smith, 35. Jelke is
Bugs
appears
tri
cartoon books
ferred brief!, In the Executive
bench% of the dub
!finest new rose varieties makes
: serving a prison sentence.
In frrnattonal Sou ndpholo
and as the insignia for countless
ODS5ce.then continued their meetNineteen members were present
it possible for any gardener anybranches
at the armed Ionia. Mrbag in the Executive Mansion.
The three visitors were Mrs Gay
where -to enjoy the magnificent
&rig World War II he actually was
Cunningham. Mrs_ Norval, Shear..
color provided by these improved
and Mrs Barletta Wrattier, home
Imodern kinds, if he insists on transferred from one Marine outto the other — complete with
derrionstrisbon agent.
top grade plants: To insure that
documents in triplicate. His servThe next meeting will be held 1i
such a combination
would be
Monday. April 2
afa.o..c Hall
at seven
olekXk.
'available to American gardeners, ice record with the Marines still
In the hcgne °I Mrs ic
'
e (34d1
"
in
on file.
an Thursday, Asonl 19 at one` An or.portant rebearsal of the There will be an infoation.
'All-America Rose Selections, the re
' He has
•
. Music Department Chorus •v.11 be
starred Ln 148 movies. ino'clock in the af.ernoon.
*shone' aairoosauon of rose growers
held at the home at Mrs. John
eluding
• • • •
Ups
.
year*. "Napoleon
and hybridiaers, has set u a system
W,nter aa e:ght-Ourty atiick
Tbersday, April 5
of pre-testing rases in 23 test Bunny-Parte." arid "Foreign Le- - • • • •
The Temple Hill Chapter 0/5
gionHare." He appeared twice in
prdens located in various sections
Number 5,11. vrill be inspected at
with Jack Carson.
the country. Any 'rose that live movies
The 1/AblIt i10021 _ Circle of the. seven-thirty o'clock. All members
cermet the A.A.ILS. label has 'My Dream is Yours"..and .rT•tio
imbirit
imizi_ atreticie4 th-e-.1-1111111--iiiiiiii4Irst—Barecit Churetroof tee
Guys From Texas ''---Aferajs .he 1
MCWI through two years of rigorous
• • • •
Mothers Workshop held at l'h e will meet at the 'home af Mrs. ;
testing under a wide varlItion lop-eared star has gm Irak* at
Um vers.'or of Kentucky. Lex.ing- Porter Holland at seven-thirty
of soil and climate conditions and Mel Blanc.
.
toe, last Wednesday. The a:Critics o'clock
"Blanc," insists producer Selzer',
hist received the "Oscar" of the
for the day included'a tour of the
"is
a-tually
allergic to carrots So
ease world_
campus. speeches rePothe Professor
s
The Dusiness Women's Co
Floribundas, one of the most We le.1%.”
and a:lode-at&
,'.as Julie Hawkins who is a
and par):ei. .ri „heir
popular classes of roses can be
the WIIS of t h e First
honor
;or..ar.
in the social Sciences colChurch wi1 meet at the home of
.found in a new bi-color-yellow
lege ofp the University of KenMrs. Graves Sledd at seven.f.ftee
and red. This is Circus. the only
tucky, Lexington, spent the Easter
o'clock
A.A R S
winner in 1966. Other
holidays woh her parents. Mr and
stunning A.A.R.S Floribundas offer
The Cora Graves Coale of
Mo. H R. Hay:lens
coral-orange (Jimmy Cricket). dawn
Woman's Association of the College
• • • •
Prestryteriarti Church will meet at
pink Lilibeti, coral-shell pink (Ma
Perkins) and cherry coral (Vogue)
Sae home
Mrs. Charles Surma
Mr. and Mrs J. B. HOSE and
Another of the spectacular Allet eight o'clock
children. Virginia and Jirnmy, of
America Rose Selections winners
• • • •
St Louis. Mo, spent the weekend
is a clear-pink Grandiflora (Queen
with his mother. Mrs 0. A. Rosa
Teeeday. April 2
Elizabeth)
and his brother and family, Mr.
The Delhs Depa ronent of '.he
Theperennially favorite Hybrid
and Mrs Ray Ross and daugh&r.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
Teas offer their classic beauty
Sandra Mrs. 0 A. Ross remains
*MO.,
at the recreatonal hall at the A
along
with
magnificent
color.
•••••••
seriously ill at their home on
Aueon elementary school on
A-A R.S. Award winners in this
North Eilghteen.h Street.
•
\
South 5th Street at seven -thirty
class can be found in orchid pink
• • • •
o'clock_ C E Watslow, Jr_. of
(Tiffany), apricot orange (Mojave),
r
%1AL...1r
Reed Barton is the name chosen
, Mayfield and Robert 0 Miller
crimson red (Chryvler Imperial),
by Mr and Mrs. Bobby Ward.
NM
SHERD
IIETTT
'will be the sues'. speakers.
Lass:ter Apartments, Murray. for
USING palm fronds u flags. Dl- apricot pink (Helen. Traubel) yel•
•
•
ORME • NORTH • CUMMINGS
their son weighing four pounds
aria Williams of Miami Beach. low pencilled with pink (Fred
and pale gold touched
Fla.. signals the not-too-distant Howard
The Wortian's Society of Chris- four ounces. born at the Murray
b4./W 7051
with pink (Peace)
No matter
approach of stemming weather.
Hospital
ni
Friday,
Marcia
R.
tian
Service of the Fast Me,hoVERY VERY
what your preference in color
• • • •
She Is wearing a sharkskin lasa
I diet Church will meet .T1 the little
II MI
tex sheath swimming stet, dea. -erright be. choose annty trip grade
A claughor. •Vickie Rae, weigh.
POPULAR
chapel following the revvial servroses such as All-America varieties.
signed by Nettie Rosenstein. It
six
ing
peon&
four
ounces.
a
ice :n the morning Lunch vrill
features a removable halter and
Every All-America rose carries
to Mr and Mrs Charles Aa•
be served at noon
•"dog collar.” Doffing the collar the oval A ARS tag — there is
n ads New Concord on Thurscie.
••• worts. v. Mili0O.C.
• • • •
(
41 501.1.45
changes Nettle's creation into a
no greater assuraitse of quality in
The Jessie Ludoeck Circle of March 22, at the Murray Hospit.,,
complete swimmable tank wait
roses.
PLUS
.he Woman's Amoco: on of the
College Presbyterian Church will
a feature length
meet at the home of Mn. la A.
Paul Terry
Moore at two o'olock
• • • •
"CARTOON CARNIVAL
Group I of the Chr.st.an WoTUESDAY dr. WED'SDAY etee's Fellowship of t h e First
Christian Church w.:1 trite, at th:
"FOOTSTEPS IN THE
home of Mrs W7 J Gloon at twe
trirty o'clock
FOG"
• • • •
In TECHNICOLOR
*tarring Stewart Granger
Murray Assembly No 19 Orde.
of the Rainbow for Girls wl
with Jean Simmons
hold Its regular meeting at lb.

TO SAVE MONEY
On Your Plumbing
Needs Call

Elroy Sykes
PLUMBING CO
Call 1654 or 1701

Paint Your
Garden With
Favorite Rose

Swimming Ahoyl

Kvepsake
DIAMeOND
p.
,4
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MOONLIGHT $400.00
Wedding Ring $1 75.00

Furches
JEWELRY
F.. Sea Sq.

SOCIAL CALENDAR —

,

6

Calls on Prositiont

Housewives Need To
Be More Efficient

Mitchell Home Is
Scene Of Meeting
Of Dexter Club

Household Hints
I

produced as
many Ph DA m 1953 as the United

105f

-

Ph, 193-J

ENDS
TUESDAY

of

-roaer az invited.

(Personals)

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN

I made sweet, tender salads from

ENDS TODAY

Country SWEET k
COITASEMEESE

1
(5

EVERYBODY'S GOING TO GET INTO THE BABY ACT

MR. and MRS. L. A. ROSS
announce their opening at
PETE LIGHT SPRINGS
and

invite their many friends
to visit them
We Specialize in

Catfish - Hush Puppies
Old Time Pit Bar-B-Que
Steak - Fried Chicken - Country Ham
PRIVATE ROOMS FOR SPECIAL BANQU
ETS

•

AND PARTIES
Resort Cottages

Phone Cadiz 6004

SIGNS HILO by the McLoughlin family In New York tell each's task with regard to Mrs. McLenigh
, Lin's 20th child. Sixteen of the children are living, and 15 are in photo. (totem:U(an& Botuaphot
o),
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